
 



WANT TO JOIN US? 

 

Website:  https://ontariobordercollieclub.com/obcc-home 
 

On September 22, 1984, the Ontario Border Collie Club was 

formed near King City, Ontario. An enthusiastic group had 

gathered for a trial near Winchmore farm, and they sat down 

after supper on Saturday night to draw up the aims and 

objectives of the new club. 
 

The primary objective of the club is to promote the traditional 

herding ability of the Border Collie by holding trials and training 

clinics. The club also encourages obedience and other non- 

traditional uses of the dog. 
 

It was decided to publish a newsletter a few times each year to 

keep members up to date on upcoming activities. The club 

members are mainly farm people with a high regard for and a 

common interest in the Border Collie. We want to maintain the 

dog’s natural working instinct and hope to prevent it turning into 

nothing more than another show dog, 
 

If you have an interest in working dogs on stock, or are interested 

in being an informed spectator at sheep dog trials, please fill out 

the online membership form and send it along with your cheque 

to:  Kim Gretton, 309 Lorneville Road, Woodville, ON  K0M 2T0. 

 

 From the Editor ~ 
 

 

For many reasons, this has been one of the most 
difficult issues to pull together in all the years that 
I have been involved with the newsletter. Covid-
19 has affected too many of us, some in 
profound ways. Supporting one another in such 
times becomes even more important.  
 
Obviously, from the club perspective, we have 
had to curtail activities to respect the need for 
social distancing.  However, as this issue 
illustrates, our members are being creative in 
trying to keep up training and skills practice, even 
if they cannot be exercised on the trial field yet.   
 
As is usual in the first issue of the year, we 
honour our prior year champions and offer 
congratulations to them all. Bravo!  
 
We were able to have one arena trial last 
December.  They are always fun events as Tara 
Dier shares when she recaps the day for us.  
 
Some of our members were able to make a trek 
south of the border to warmer climes and 
enjoyed trialing and comradeship during 
February.  Anne Wheatley shares some of their 
adventures with us. 
 
Our Learning and Outreach Committee has been 
active in planning activities that can be done 
within the current framework. They arranged a 
virtual clinic with Scott Glen (via Zoom) and are 
planning more events.  I am sure that these 
events are and will be much appreciated. 
 
Bruce Smart has retired from the trial field and 
we send him off with a round of applause in 
respect. 
 
Until we meet again, stay well and be safe. 

 
 

Michelle  
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2020 COMMITEES 

Trials: 
Tracy Hinton; Janet Fahey; 
Carol Guy; John Palmer 

Learning & 
Outreach: 

 Jane Kessler 
Susan Shipton; Anne Wheatley 

Fundraising: Pamela Hall 

Nominating: TBD 
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2020 Newsletter contribution deadlines to be announced  

3 Issues planned:  Winter/Spring; Spring/Summer; Summer/Fall 
 

Opinions expressed are the opinions of the author(s) and are not 

necessarily those of the OBCC. 

Cover Photo: Stacey Rember    
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Message from the President 
 
I won’t start this message by saying “In these challenging times…”  I’m mightily tired of that and I’m sure you are too. 
 

Because I think one of the Newsletter’s functions is to record the history of our Club as it is happening for future readers, 
and because a pandemic is happening, I’ll take a few minutes to write some of it down.   The world is in the midst of a 
pandemic of COVID-19, a highly transmissible and dangerous virus.  Since the beginning of 2020, thousands and 
thousands of people worldwide have died and many more sickened.  As yet there is no vaccine and no treatment.  The 
necessary public health response worldwide and in Canada has been to shut down the economy and require people 
everywhere to stay home, stay separate from others.   The border between Canada and the US has been closed to 
everything but essential travel for three months and likely will stay shut for some time to come.  There has been massive 
economic and social disruption. 
 

Frontline health care workers and essential workers like grocery store workers and delivery services, have been hailed 
rightly as heroes for continuing to provide service at some risk to themselves. 
 

To those Club members who have been personally affected by the illness itself, or economically, or in other ways, I want 
to offer sympathy. 
 

In that light, our problems with sheep dogging hardly seem significant.  But our sport has been disrupted.   The United 
States Border Collie Handlers Association, which sanctions open and nursery trials leading toward the National Finals, 
has suspended sanctioning on a rolling monthly basis to the end of July and the Finals for 2020 have been cancelled.  
Since OBCC trials are predominantly late summer and fall, if the state of emergency in Ontario allows gatherings, some 
may proceed.  We don’t know yet.   
 

Our Club’s activities are generally quiet in the winter, and people come to life and get on the field with their dogs starting 
in the spring.   A few of us have been lucky enough to do that, although with smaller and fewer gatherings than usual.   
The freedom to travel here and there to train with friends or professionals is seriously limited.  For my part, the ability to 
get together with a few local friends and work our dogs has been a lifesaver.  The motivation to train hard is difficult 
without trials to aim for, but I am very lucky to be able to go outside and play and be able to stay safe. 
 

I’m grateful and impressed that Club volunteers continue to provide good service.   Michelle Lawrence has put together 
another excellent newsletter.   The webmaster continues to update that page.   And the Learning and Outreach Committee 
has organized the first Zoom online clinic with Scott Glen, a highly successful event, and has plans for two days of lessons 
with Mary Thompson (with appropriate social distancing).   Other events are in the works. 
 

So, we are kind of down but not out. 
 

Stay healthy and stay safe. 
 

Tara 
 

 

2020 MEMBERSHIP REMINDER 

 If you haven’t sent in your renewal yet, please remember to do so!  The annual costs are: 
 

$30.00 for single   OR   $35.00 for family 
 

Membership is required for eligibility for championship points.   Points for a dog may be accumulated toward the year-end 
awards only by OBCC members in good standing at the time of the trial. Points will not be awarded retroactively.  
 

Membership also entitles you to receive our newsletters.  The contents of these include trial reports, informative articles, 
member profiles and photo features.  
 

Please download the form from www.ontariobordercollieclub.com, complete and mail the form along with your cheque to 
the OBCC Treasurer:   

Kim Gretton, 309 Lorneville Road, Woodville, ON    K0M 2T0 
 

Electronic fund transfer is also available.  Please contact Kim at treasurerobcc@gmail.com for details. 
 

New members are always welcome!  

http://www.ontariobordercollieclub.com/
mailto:treasurerobcc@gmail.com


 

2019 Annual General Meeting 
 
 
 
The 2019 Annual General Meeting took place on November 17 and was graciously hosted by Victoria Lamont at her 
home, Handy Dog Farm.  She had quite the spread set out for us, and it was very appreciated! Eight people were in 
attendance, three logged in remotely and nine members provided their proxies to the Board.   Don’t forget, if you can’t 
make an AGM in person, you can listen in online & cast your vote(s) if required!  
 
Tara Dier arranged to collect all the trophies for the Novice-Novice, Pro-Novice & Open Champions & Reserves, and had 
polished them all to a high shine! It was lovely to see them all in one place and to take pictures of them.  Congratulations 
for our 2019 winners, the OBCC is very proud of you and cannot wait to see how you do in the next trialing year.  
   
Last year was a smooth year for our club, no changes to by-laws were required or reviewed.  Our Trials committee did a 
great job with tracking and sectioning the 14 trials that were held by our members.  We were expecting some new trials 
this year, but Covid-19 has put a bit of a damper on things.  
 
Our Learning and Outreach committee did a fabulous job, with 3 new events hosted. If anyone is interested in offering 
space to them once restrictions are lifted, please do consider it!  They do all the work for the event from the paperwork & 
set up as per your wants and clean up afterwards! They even take the garbage home!   
 
Our Board from 2019 have offered to stay on for 2020, and to remain in the same positions.  
 
 
The 2020 Meeting will take place in November with exact date and location to follow later this year. 
 
PLEASE NOTE: the new password for access to the Members Only section of our website 
(www.ontariobordercollieclub.com) is now 2020PAID.  It is case sensitive.  

 

Rebecca Lawrence 

 

 

 

Learning and Outreach Committee:  Update June 2020 
  Anne Wheatley, Jane Kessler, Susan Shipton 

 
 

Our first online learning event, a Zoom Clinic with Scott Glen, was launched and it was a great success. Please see Andrea 
de Kennedy’s report in this issue.  
 
We are finalizing our plans for the interview with Amanda Milliken and we’re really excited about bringing it to the members.  
It will offer insight into the history of sheep dog trials and organizations, and the Border Collie breed in this country, as well 
as opening a window into how Amanda thinks about training, trialing and breeding dogs. 
 
The Mary Thompson driving Clinic at Scout’s Run June 21, 22 changed to lessons with Mary in order to comply with health 
and safety concerns. The lesson days are full. We look forward to hosting Mary for two great days of learning. 
 
Tracy Hinton will host a day of learning at Applewood Ridge Farm in partnership with the Committee. The focus will be on 
practicing a course to suit your training needs. This will be in July, date to be announced. 
 
Covid 19 may be keeping us from trialing, but we are determined it does not keep us from learning!  

http://www.ontariobordercollieclub.com/


Winter Arena Trial 2019 
  By Tara Dier 

 

 

On December 21, 2019, the day after the Winter Solstice, 
Ontario handlers gathered for the first of three winter 
arena trials.   These have become a tradition.   Like most 
good traditions, many aspects of these trials don’t change.   
They are fun.   The potluck food is excellent.   The sheep 
are sprightly and challenging.  Handlers experienced and 
inexperienced enjoy them. 
 
 
Some things are variable, though.  Even though these 
take place indoors, the weather matters.  This trial was 
held on a bright shiny winter day, warm enough to stand 
outside and enjoy the sun and clear air between runs.  It 
made it less chilly in the unheated arena itself. 
 
The arena is a very small area for those of us used to field 
trials, and the pressures can be intense.  A course is set 
requiring the dog to move sheep around and through a 
number of obstacles and is scored purely on how many 
sheep the dog is able to move around each obstacle in 
the time allotted.  Highest points wins, ties broken by time.   
The course changes with each trial and it’s always a new 
challenge.   Open handlers and novices run the same 
course in the same time, although novices are permitted 
to leave the post and help their dogs. 
 
Not surprisingly, and not for the first time, Kevan Gretton 
and Kai and Tracy Hinton and Lad excelled.   But many 
handlers ran young dogs for the experience, and 
experience it was.   Novice handlers stepped up and dealt 
with the challenges. 
 
These events are not sanctioned by the OBCC or any 
other organization.   They are offered for fun, for challenge, 
and to allow handlers to train in a new setting.   And to 
damp down the cabin fever experienced by Ontario 
handlers in the winter.   While they are simpler than our 
summer trials, they wouldn’t happen if Kevan Gretton didn’t 
offer his lambs (and ship them there and set up holding 
pens), Kim hadn’t offered to judge (a chilly job in an 
unheated arena) and make the arrangements to rent the 
arena, and Viki Kidd and Tracy Hinton didn’t organize 
entries, running orders and the course itself.  Those of us 
who simply compete and bring a dish owe them extra 
thanks. 
 
One break with tradition this year.   Apparently, it was Ugly 
Christmas Sweater Day on December 22.   Who knew?   
Several people did and an award was given to the winner 
of the Ugly Sweater contest:   Beth Devereaux.   Picture 
attached.  No words. 

 

 

 

  

Pamela and Journey                                                      Photo by Tara Dier 

Jordan and Hendrix                                                    Photo by Tara Dier 

  

 

Ugly Sweater 

Contest Winner: 

Beth Deveraux 
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Dorey and Howell at home                                                Photo by Amanda Milliken 

 
 

These two canines have spanned long careers with me. Dorey is my own home breed; Howell is a service pup from 
Barbara Ray’s Stella. 
 
Dorey goes as far back in my line as my Border Collies do.  She is descended from my original Bart, my first Border 
Collie, and my Sister’s Meg, who came from Tennessee’s Bill Wyatt.  They produced Waifer, who produced Hazel (ABCA 
Hall of Famer), who produced Grace, who produced Roz, who produced Purdy, who produced Dorey.  Dorey has 
produced Hazel, who produced Dar, who produced a good young one, Tui.  So, Dorey has honoured many great Ontario 
and Canadian Champions who went before her and hopefully delivered some follow ups.  Her out-running has been 
spectacular over her long career.  She is now eleven and with our season scuttled to Covid 19, retired.  Her 
communication with me has been her most enduring strength, mostly understanding everything that has to happen.  Her 
penning has always been memorable, taking charge of her side with poise and ease.  The refinements of her drive work 
are a clinic, from which all marvel. As reserve, she was not an Ontario Champion this year 
 
Her kennel mate, Howell was.  Howell’s career has been strewn with brilliant runs at trials notorious for brutal sheep and 
difficult physical circumstances.  Early on, he won back-to-back Meeker Trials, a major test, and ran well at Soldier Hollow.  
He won Zamora -- one of the most demanding outruns in North America.  He has won lots of big trials, but only a few 
among us see his outstanding work at home, where no job overwhelms him.  No dirty job is too much -- the back of the 
chutes at sorting, psycho new mothers at the lambing—Howell is the champion.  His sire, Monty, had his career cut short 
by ill fortune -- the late loss of an eye.  He continues to be an influential stud dog in Nevada.  Monty is same way bred as 
Roz was, so the trail in their pedigrees is similar. 
 
I have deep regrets about the loss of our trial year to this epidemic.  No more embittering than seeing the eclipse of these 
two companions robbed of the final years of their running. 
 
By Amanda Milliken 
 

 



I like to look into a dog’s eyes before setting goals and although Drew had 
never competed in PN due to injury in 2018, I felt he wanted to achieve great 
things this season.  While there was still snow on the ground, I had set the 
following objectives for us to achieve together.  OBCC PN Champion, OBCC 
PN Double Diamond Champion and successfully complete an Open run in 
preparation for 2020.  Knowing this was no small task, I approached and 
convinced no other than Amanda Milliken to help me in my endeavours.  It 
was inspiring to witness the 

discipline, energy and commitment she still has in preparing her dogs 
regardless of the numerous titles and years of experience, I guess you can 
never be too ready when you stand at the post…  The long conversations that 
emerged from our time together in the field helped me grasp the intent behind 
her unique and often misunderstood style of handling.  As the task at hand 
for each section of the course and how one affected the other became clearer 
in my mind, my focus and style of handling changed as well.  Drew was keen 
to adapt to my new demands.  I am forever grateful for his unconditional love 
and willingness to please me; he is a great partner on the field and in life. We 
achieved our first objective with a lead of 10 points in front of my good friend 
Susan Moore and her young dog Gibb.  Looking forward to seeing what that 
team will bring if the years to come.  I was pleased with our performance at 
the Double Diamond, finishing second behind Amanda and her young Dar.  I 
like their chances of winning the 2020 Nursery Finals.  Finally, we completed 
our first Open trial with a score of 70 at Indian River, the farm where Drew 
was born.  This last experience convinced me that I can truly be competitive 
at this level if I continue to work hard at it. Snow will soon cover the pastures 
once again and I look forward to knowing what those brown eyes will tell me 
for next season. Thanks to all the OBCC team for the great season. 
 

By Patrick Gosselin 

 
I first met Gibb in the summer of 2017.  He was Sheri Purcell’s new happy, 
easy going pup out of Alan Miller’s May and Paul Tucker’s Rebel.  I was 
amazed at his natural talent the first time he was worked on sheep by Scott 
Glen.  The next time I saw him was in April after he had been at Corey Perry’s 
for a few months of training.   His improvement was unbelievable.  Over that 
summer, I was impressed every time I saw Gibb work sheep. 
 
In September, Sheri and Hugh Grant put their farm, Swaledale, up for 

sale.  This meant downsizing and the opportunity arose for me to buy Gibb.   He has been a wonderful addition to our 
family.  City life was a big transition for Gibb - walking on leash, neighbourhood traffic and noises, bicycles, strollers, 
skateboards.   He is so fun to work on sheep as he always gives 100% and whatever you ask, he will do.  So, for us to 
become a team, I had to step up my handling skills and improve my whistling.   
 
Gibb was still nursery age, so I entered him in both nursery and pro novice classes to give me more handling opportunities 
on the trial field.  By the time we returned to Ontario in the spring, we had amazingly qualified for nursery nationals.   Over 
the summer, I worked on consistent whistles, reducing handler errors and lengthening Gibb’s outrun. The OBCC Pro Novice 
trials helped in our preparation for the finals.    
 
Attending the USBCHA nationals in Carbondale, CO was an 
experience of a lifetime. It was so exciting to compete on the same 
field as the top handlers in North America.  I hoped that we were 
ready but there were factors I could not prepare for such as the 
challenging range sheep, the horseback riders setting sheep and the 
pressures of such a huge trial.  So, when we went to the post, we did 
our best, we got a score and walked away proud.   
 
To be OBCC Pro Novice reserve champion is the icing on the cake 
of a wonderful trial season.  Thank you to the OBCC.  And thank you 
to those who have helped in this journey who include Sheri, Helen 
Dunning, Tracy Hinton and Corey Perry. 
 

By Susan Moore 

Photo by Patrick Gosselin 

Photo by Susan Moore 



In the fall of 2015, I returned to herding after a 5-year break.  My herding 
dog Jack was 8 so it was time for another dog.  My search ended with a 
handsome pup from Karen Child’s Lass and Douge litter.   When Skye was 
a year, I started him on sheep.  We were making nice progress so the 
summer of 2017 I entered Skye in all the OBCC novice 
trials.  Unfortunately, it was overambitious on my part as Skye was not 
ready and still had lots of maturing to do.   And he was developing quite a 
bit of eye.  

 

I’ve never trained a dog with so much eye so there was much for 
me to learn.  I continued with lessons, practiced on different sheep 
and fields. The 2018 trial season, we were having more success 
in the practice field but still none on the trial field.  Skye would eye 
up on the outrun or the lift and we would receive the dreaded 
letters for results.  So, another winter of training and lessons. Skye 
was becoming more confident with a more consistent outrun; he 
didn’t get stuck as often and we actually started getting scores at 
trials.   
 

The 2019 OBCC Novice Novice class was very competitive with 
some great dog handler teams.  Any one of the teams that went 
to the post had the potential to have a winning run.   It came down 
to the final trials in determining the overall champion and it is an 
honour to be this year’s Novice-Novice champions.  Skye has 
taught me patience, to position myself for success and always do 
what is best for my dog.  Thank you to those who have helped 
over the last few years in our journey who include Karen Child, 
John Palmer, Tracy Hinton and Helen Dunning.  I look forward to 
moving up to Pro Novice and the new challenges. 
 
By Susan Moore 

 

 
“Who would have thunk it, Journey and I, Novice Champions 2019?! 
 

Let’s go back… I had just put down my last Border Collie, Trinity, due to 
cancer eating her vertebrae and other parts.  I was dog less and very 
depressed.  I couldn’t do it. I needed another dog, so I stopped in to see my 
friend Maxine Netherway of Hollowshot Border Collies.  She happened to 
have a new litter and I picked one.  Now the eight week wait until I could bring 
my new pup home.  What to call this new puppy?  Well, life had given me 
some unkind turns so this was to be a new start, my new “Journey” in life. 

And so, our tale begins… 
 

Journey has fulfilled her calling and her name as we have had 
quite a journey into the world of sheep herding.  I grew up on a 
farm and had always been interested in herding but never had the 
time, money or dog to do it with. When Journey was only 14 weeks 
old, I went to see Sue Jewell, as she was the only person, I knew 
of doing herding in my general vicinity. Later we went back to have 
a herding instinct test with Sue and Journey passed with flying 
colours.  Sue told me I had something special in this little dog, I 
should try herding.  I went to watch the Nationals at Shepherds 
Crook in 2016 and started chatting with a nice English lady who 
explained to me what was happening during the runs and that I 
should come out and give it a try.  That was Helen Dunning, who 
also said “great name for a dog as this IS a journey”. So, we made 
our way to Swaledale Farm to “try it out”.  I was hooked, as was 
my dog. 
 

We proceeded with lessons from Helen Dunning, Mary Thompson, Corey Perry (clinics) and Tracy Hinton. Journey and 
I competed whenever my shifts allowed and had great fun.   

Photo by Susan Moore 

 

In Memory of my father, Arthur Hall, who gave me my 

foundations.   

Photos submitted by Pamela Hall 



Pamela and Journey cont’d… 
 
She’s always covered for me as I tried to hold up my end of the deal.  We continued to grow as a team and last year 
2019 it all came together over the full season and the Fall Finals when we won the OBCC Reserve Novice Title and the 
Double Diamond STD, Novice Champion. Wow, little pet dog… what a Journey we’ve had. Now onto ProNovice, big 
jump for us, I’ve no doubt Journey is up to the task. 
  
We have added a new dog to our family, Fen, who I bought at 19 months from/started by Christine Jobe, of Canine 
Solutions Working Dogs, Alberta.  We started the 2020 year training with Viki Kidd, who was able to give lessons indoors, 
before the world stopped due to Covid 19.  
 

After spending a good couple of years heading up the Fund Raising and Merchandise Committee, training and competing 
with many of you, I certainly feel part of The Club! 
 
Thanks everyone, Pamela and Journey. 
 

By Pamela Hall 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The Trophies all polished and gleaming in the sun on the 
steps at at Handy Dog Farm, where the 2019 AGM was 
held. 
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OBCC Snowbirds, Vacationers and other Canadian Handlers Travel South 
 By Anne Wheatley All photos submitted by Anne Wheatley 

 
We’ve gone to Florida almost every winter since I retired in 2014. I don’t remember there being as many trials scheduled in 
those years as there were this winter. This February there were four trials including eight open runs and a number of Novice 
Days. Thanks to all who put them on. 
 
Unfortunately, I didn’t have access to all the scores or placings for each trial. Where I did have them, I’ve reported them 
below. It’s probably safe to say that each of us who competed this winter whether we placed or not, remembers a moment 
or two when we were very happy with our dogs. It’s those memories that keep us doing this thing that we love. It’s wonderful 
that we can go south and train and compete when it’s icy, snowy and cold in our otherwise perfect Canada. 
 
These are the Canadians I saw in Florida this winter. I hope I haven’t forgotten anyone. 
 
Catherine Rae, Tara Dier, Lynn Johnston, Tracy and Tim Hinton, Kevan and Kim Gretton, Helen and Gordon Dunning, 
Jordan Markowski, Jim and Joanne Murphy, Hilary Flower, and Elizabeth Edmunds. 
 
Suwannee River Sheepdog Trial Feb 8,9,10 2020 - 2 Open Trials and a Novice Day 
 
OBCC members Cheryl and Dick Williams from Pennsylvania hosted this trial at their winter home near Branford Florida. 

Dawn Boyce judged the Open runs.  
 
Open 1  
High score was 82 from young Florida native Logan Laub and his 
dog Blake.  
Logan was to compete for the United States with Blake at the 
World Trials in the young handlers category but COVID 19 has 
snatched that opportunity from Logan. How very disappointing for 
Logan. 
 
Tracy and Lad came 5th with a score of 80. Kevan and Kai came 
8th with 78. 
 
 
 
 
 

Open 2 
Cheryl Williams and Ruby won Open 2 with 93. Tracy and Dax 7th with 78, 
Kevan and Kai were 8th with 78. 
 
A number of OBCC members did well on the Novice Day. Helen Dunning 
and I had fun pushing out and setting for some of these classes. It was a 
very warm sunny day - the reason we go to Florida - and we had to make 
sure our dogs stayed cool.  
 
Jim Murphy judged with his usual consistency, fairness and encouragement 
to competitors. The successes of OBCC members were as follows: 
 
Tracy and Mead 4th in PN 1 and 2nd in PN 2. 
Catherine Rae and Oakley 2nd in Novice 1 
Lynn Johnston and Eve 3rd in Ranch 2. 
 
 
 
 
 

Logan Laub and Blake 

Suwanee Open Field 



There’s a lovely little artsy town called Cedar Key on the gulf coast near the Suwannee River trial. It’s the home of the Cedar 
Key National Wildlife Refuge. A few of us ate dinner there one night, looking over the water watching dolphins play and 
pelicans and seabirds dance in the sky. 
 
C54 Sheepdog Trial Fellsmere Florida Feb 15, 16,17 2020 - 2 Open 
Trials PN and Ranch 
 
C54 is named after drainage ditch 54 at the C axis on the county map. 
Or is that just folklore? Regardless the trial site feels a bit like the middle 
of nowhere. It’s accessible only by a narrow sandy lane way arriving at 
a couple of enormous flat fields with only a palm tree or two to interrupt 
the expanse. We were reminded by the large banner on the gate to the 
property that we were in Trump country. 
 
The trial field where Open 1 was run is especially huge. Both my dogs 
made it to the top of what looked like a kilometre long outrun and brought 
the sheep to my feet. Lots of dogs crossed the field to find their sheep 
or just didn’t find them at all. These were moments when I was pretty 
proud of my dogs. 
 
Another highlight of C54: No dog was injured or killed by the alligator that was seen in the cool off pond near the exhaust 
on Open day 2. Whew! 
 
C54 was challenging for lots of reasons! 
 
Open 1: Tracy and Lad 92. Kevan and Kai 81, Tracy and Dax 78 
PN Tracy and Mead 2nd with 69 
 
 
Asher Dell Sheepdog Trial Feb 17,18,19,20 2020 - 2 Open trials and a Novice Day. 
 
Going from one outrun extreme to another, the field at Asher Dell is 
relatively small. The trial was judged by Patrick Murphy from Ireland. It 
took most handlers some time to figure out what Patrick was looking for 
in a good run. The scores were pretty low generally, for runs that seemed 
not bad. Eventually some higher scores were achieved, and we started 
to see a theme. Apparently, the judge was looking for the usual straight 
lines, but within a foot or two, tight turns around obstacles, but also the 
sheep needed to walk and the whole run needed to flow. 
 
All of that came together for Logan Laub who came first. 
 
Kevan and Kai 8th, Tracy and Lad 9th, Kevan and Bud 10th, Tracy and 
Dax 14th. 
 

Jordan’s Hendrix on ice 

“Us at dinner” (Tara, Helen and Lynn) The Pelican 

Jordan and Hendrix 



For Open 2 the pen was replaced by a Maltese Cross. The course 
was then out of 110. The same requirements were in place for tight 
turns, straight lines and sheep that walk and flow. It’s beautiful 
when sheep flow through a Maltese Cross.  
 
Mary Ann Duffy and her dog Gwen pulled it all off and won the 
class, as did Sherry Lee and Dot who came second. Sherry was 
born in Ottawa and lived in Canada until she was 19. She has 
called Florida home for many years.  Tracy and Lad were 9th. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Catherine Rae won an engraved whistle, a matching 
lanyard and a “how to whistle” compact disc for coming 
first with Oakley in NN. A whistle was awarded to the 
winner of each class, all nicely engraved to 
commemorate the trial.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Linden Hollow Sheepdog Trial - Feb 21,22,23 2020 - 2 Open trials and a Novice day 
 
This is Sherry Lee’s trial and it offers not only great organization, but another long outrun with significant draw to be 
managed. Here’s the view from the top where Dusk and I set for some Open runs.  
 
David Saunders judged the trials. Although Open 1 was fairly 
straight forward, David threw a different challenge into Open 
2. Rather than shed, gather in the ring and pen, we were 
asked to shed off two sheep and pen the remaining two. This 
was not at all easy. 
 
Open 1 - Tracy and Lad 90 and 7th, Tracy and Dax 89 and 
10th, Cheryl Williams and Ruby 16th with 87, Kevan and Bud 
86, Helen Dunning and Bob 82. 
 
Open 2 - Kevan and Bud 94 and 3rd, Tracy and Lad 94 and 
4th. 
 
When the trial series was over it was time to think about the 
long drive home to Canada. We are grateful to those who put 
on dog trials in Florida and grateful for the friendships many 
of us have with those we’ve met there recently and over the 
years.  
 
It feels now as though our Florida trip occurred in another 
life. During this time of crisis, I hope everyone in our herding 
world and beyond are safe and in good health.  

View from the top 

The Maltese Cross 



Zoom Clinic with Scott Glen 
  By Andrea de Kenedy 

 

 

The Ontario Border Collie Club, in collaboration with Scott and 
Jenny Glen, organized Alta-Pete’s first Zoom virtual sheepdog 
clinic of the new socially-distancing era, which was held on 
Saturday, May 23.  Scott took the lead as clinician and lecturer, 
while Jenny took on the role of organizer and moderator. 
 
The ten participants were asked to submit questions in advance.  
Scott and Jenny then prepared some short videos to illustrate 
Scott’s responses, with the link to the videos sent out by email 
the night before the clinic. 
 
The live format proved to be quite workable, with Scott using a 
white board to diagram some of his points. Scott was able to use 
the questions both to provide specific advice, and as a starting 
point for more general discussion. Universal muting of 
participants until they raised their hands (virtually), kept the clinic 
on track, and allowed Scott to give comprehensive responses, 
before inviting follow up questions. 
 
 

Topics addressed included laying the foundation when starting a young 
dog, training and keeping good flanks, dealing with excessive pressure 
sensitivity, developing both pace and push as necessary, building 
flexibility in a dog, addressing outrun issues, and even a short foray into 
turn-backs.  All in all, a worthwhile, if mentally intense, experience. 
 
The Learning and Outreach Committee is planning more virtual clinics. 
Keep an eye on the website and the Face Book Page for 
announcements. 
 
And Alta-Pete will be also be offering additional virtual clinics in the 
future. Check their Facebook page for updates. 
 
 
 
Clinic Participants: 

  

2013- USBCHA championships in Belle Grove, VA. L-R the dogs are 

Skip the 2013 reserve Nursery Champion, Don 2013 National 

Champion, and Alice 2013 nursery Champion  

Photo by Jenny Glen 

 

Scott teaches first Zoom clinic for OBCC members 

Photo by Jenny Glen 



A Lighter Moment 
  Shared from Bruce Lawrence 

 

 

 
The Shepherd 
 
A shepherd was herding his flocks in a remote 
pasture when suddenly a brand-new Jeep 
Cherokee advanced out of a dust cloud towards 
him. The driver, a young man in a Brioni suit, Gucci 
shoes, Ray Ban sunglasses and a YSL tie leaned 
out of the window and asked our shepherd:  “If I can 
tell you exactly how many sheep you have in your 
flock, will you give me one?” the shepherd looks at 
the yuppie, then at his peacefully grazing flock and 
calmly answers, “sure!” 
 
The yuppie parks the car, whips out his notebook, 
connects it to a cellphone, surfs to a NASA page on 
the Internet where he calls up a GPS satellite 
navigation system, scans the area, opens up a 
database and some 60 Excel spreadsheets with 
complex formulas.  Finally, he prints out a 150-page 
report on his hi-tech miniaturized printer, turns 
round to our shepherd and says: “You have here 
exactly 1586 sheep!”  
 
“This is correct.  As agreed, you can take one of the 
sheep”, says the shepherd.  He watches the young 
man make a selection and bundle it in his 
Cherokee.  Then he says: “If I can tell you exactly 
what your business is, will you give me my sheep 
back?” 
 
“Okay, why not?”, answers the young man. 
 
“You are a consultant”, says the shepherd. 
 
“This is correct”, says the yuppie, “How did you 
guess that?” 
 
“Easy”, answers the shepherd.  “You turn up here 
although nobody called you.  You want to be paid 
for the answer to a question that I already knew the 
solution to. And you don’t know @#$* about my 
business because you took my dog.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Speaking of canny shepherds, long-time OBCC member Bruce Smart decided that the time has come to hang 
up his crook and has retired.  We will miss him on the trial field.  The following pages include some words in 
tribute to him from those who have met and known him over the years.  We also reprise a few articles from 
past issues.  In the summer of 2017, he wrote a “Look Back” article for the OBCC newsletter wherein he 
mentioned that he” no longer breed dogs or raise and train pups”.  Well, you never know what life will bring 
and we saw him back on the trial field with a lovely young bitch named Spice. To close this feature, we reprint 
an article from May 1992, in which Bruce gives novice handlers some free advice.  Enjoy. 

  

Floss and Wren                                                                       

Photos  by Hilary Flower 

Fraya 

 



Tales and Tales of Bruce Smart: Wishes for a Happy Retirement 
  Compiled by Sallie Butler and shared from the North East Border Collie Association All Photos by Michelle Lawrence 

Remember not to sight-see the boats when crossing the 1000-
Islands bridges. It’s hard on trailer awnings. Anonymous 
 

Bruce was and always has been so kind to me, especially when 
I was a Novice handler. We had many laughs while watching 
runs at many trials. Anonymous 
 

We worked together on the OBCC Trials Committee for several 
years and he had thoughtful feedback and advice. C.E. Guy 
 

Hi, Bruce -- a very long time since we’ve seen one another. All 
the best, Thom Conn 
 

Bruce was the first person to make me feel welcome upon my 
first visit to Canada. He’s always been kind and charming and a 
lot of fun. He will be missed! Anonymous 

 
Bruce..you ol’ “fart”. We started together 30 years ago and had many a great laugh. I always admired your Peg and 
Dolly…what a great team you made. May I offer you my sincere thanks for your years of contribution to our world. Dave 
and Mary Ellen Young 
 
I met Bruce, in his classic, ironed oxford shirt and chino 
pants, at the old New Hampshire Sheep and Wool Festival 
in Hopkinton. It was a very small field and trialing was like 
an arcade game. 
 
There was a potluck dinner and I ended up sitting next to 
Bruce, who at that time, was president of ABCA. Our 
conversation centered around the ABCA mission, which 
convinced me to be a lifetime member. 
 
Later, the NH Sheep and Wool Festival moved to the 
Deerfield Fairgrounds. At one of the potlucks, Bruce 
entertained us with his wonderful singing voice. 
 
Bruce came to our trial every year. Each year he would say 
he was going to retire Dolly, but then she would place or 
come in first. Back she would come for another year. 
 
He judged our trial one year and said, “When I fall asleep in the chair, then it’s time to retire from judging.” He managed to 
stay awake during the long day. 

 
One of the things I enjoyed about Bruce was his narration to 
the spectators at the trial. He was educational and entertaining 
with his dry sense of humor. 
 
The best to you and thank you for all the fond memories. 
Nancy Phillips 
 
Bruce, my fondest memories of you at trials includes you 
enjoying a good book under your awning in the shade on a hot 
summer’s day. You also took this opportunity to groom your 
dogs and there would be piles of hair around your chair. I will 
miss your smiling face, good humor and soft whistles at trials. 
Debbie Donahue 
 



Dear Bruce, I unfortunately haven’t known you very long, but 
it was a joy to camp by you at Cascade. Always a pleasure 
to watch you run your dogs, and I just love your whistles. 
Hope to see you around, and I hope you take care. Best 
regards, Peggy Flanagan 
 
Bruce, Thank you for your kindness, friendship, 
conversations, and of course, those wonderful G & T’s. Keep 
on carrying on! Fondly, Pam 
 
Bruce, didn’t know you that long, but it was a pleasure trialing 
with you! You will be missed. Dan Weeks 
 
Bruce, always enjoyed talking to you and watching you run 
your dogs. Your presence will be missed. Peggy Chute 
 
Bruce, it was always a pleasure to watch your run your dogs! 
Anonymous 
 
Hi, Bruce, I met you a few years ago in Ontario, and was impressed watching you and your dog run. All the best, Beth 
Murray (Ohio) 
 
Hi, Bruce, Sorry to see you go. It’s been fun working with you all these years. Take care of yourself in your retirement. Gene 
Sheninger 
 

I loved hearing the melodic tones of Bruce’s whistles. Judy 
Gambill 
 
Bruce, So many memories, all of them wonderful! Thank 
you so much for your help, knowledge, insight, and 
friendship. Stacey Rember 
 
Bruce: You were the first handler John and I met at Louise 
Tackaberry’s farm. You explained what was going on while 
we warmed up next to the burn barrel. Thank you for the 
instruction and for spending time at our farm as a judge and 
competitor! I loved watching Spice work for you. The 
happiness she had at Maxville translated into the 
emergency button being pushed. You are missed at every 
trial! Cynthia Palmer 
 

Bruce – We enjoyed seeing you at various trials over the years.  I learned quite a lot about what to watch for in runs listening 
to you “run” with the handler on the field as I sat or stood near you with camera in hand.  Never critical and always 
informative, often funny:  a true teacher.  Your kindness and encouragement to our daughter was a gift.  We will miss seeing 
you at the post.  Raising a glass of wine to you!   Michelle & Bruce Lawrence 
 
Bruce is always so kind! He would explain runs as they 
happen, with no criticism of how the handler was running, but 
in an informative manner explaining how each action was 
affecting the dog and the sheep.  I’ll miss sitting with him, 
listening to his stories, and offering a helpful arm if he needed 
it.   Rebecca Lawrence 
 
How is it possible to stand serenely and whistle mellifluously 
while sending keen sheepdogs to control successfully a 
capricious packet of flighty sheep through a daunting course 
on a sweltering summer’s day? To find out, always ask Bruce, 
a colleague of modesty, helpfulness and knowledge, who 
knew to read sheep astutely and place his well-trained 
sheepdogs just so. Appreciatively, Sallie Butler 
  



A Look Back 
  By Bruce Smart 

 

Summer 2017 article reprint.       All Photos by Michelle Lawrence    

 In the 1980's due to a heavy tax reassessment we were forced to sell our farm and herd of Herefords, so we downsized to 
sheep and a smaller acreage We later moved to our present 50 acres but, as a concession to maturity, we no longer farm 
it ourselves. All that to explain why we acquired sheep and, of course, why we needed a sheepdog. 

 
I knew very little about dogs but in 1987 I bought Skye as a pup 
from Alex McKinven in North Hatley.I wish I could say that we were 
great team right from the start. Unfortunately,  that was not the 
case.  A combination  of my ignorance and Skye's outrun 
meant that we were usually listed as "also rans". I can still 
remember her outrun at Evelyn Neuendorf's trial south of Ottawa. 
She left my feet with conviction well out to the away side, then her 
bad habit kicked in and at 9 o'clock she stopped and that was the 
end of the outrun in her opinion. Much later I gave Skye away and 
she died on the road. Her regretful owners donated the Skye 
Memorial Trophy for the top Novice dog each year. 
 

Nowadays quite a few people offer training services, which 
might explain why (in my opinion) the standard of trialing has 
improved so much when compared to thirty years ago. I first 
learnt training techniques from books and no doubt they are 
still a good source of information, particularly when 
supplemented by on the field coaching. 
 
Jump forward 10 years, and in 1997 I bred Dyna to Sally 
Lacy's Tru and the result was Dolly. I also bought a pup from 
John Atkinson named Peg.  That pair of dogs carried me 
through the turn of the century.  They were always a threat in 
open although they differed completely in style.  Dolly was 
wise and steady. Peg always responded to commands but 
was so fast that she was hard to keep up with.  I often left the 
field exhausted.  Those two dogs took me to Finals in Tulsa, 
Sturgis, Belle Grove, and to the world trial in Ireland. 
 

Our sport would not exist without a lot of work by those who organize trials.  I 
had a brief fling at that myself, so I speak from experience. The regional and 
national organizations also need support.  Again, I speak from experience as a 
past director of USBCHA, and ex-president of ABCA and CBCA. 

 
I no longer breed dogs or raise 
and train pups - that maturity 
thing again -- but I have 
managed to acquire some good 
dogs.  From Mike Canaday I 
bought Ken.  Hub Holmes sold 
me Link, and my present open 
competitor Hemp came from 
Kevin Evans in Wales.  That is 
the beauty of this sport. As long 
as your legs can carry you to the 
post and you have breath 
enough to whistle, you can keep 
going. 
 



 



 
 
Last year, we said good-bye to a past member of the 
OBCC, as was noted in the Kingston Whig Standard: 
 

It is with great sadness that the family of Aubrey Ivan 
Weir wish to announce that he passed away 
peacefully on August 25, 2019 at the age of 87. Ivan 
emigrated to Canada from N. Ireland in 1952 and 
farmed near Kingston and Lansdowne. He spent 
over 20 years in Texas with his wife Janet, raising 
paint horses and training and entering his border 
collies in sheepdog trials throughout the US and 
Canada. He returned to Canada when he retired and 
lived near Seeley's Bay, Ontario. Ivan is survived by 
his daughters Debbie Chase (Peter) of Seeley's Bay 
and Margaret Weir of Halifax, NS and by 
grandchildren Shelley, Robert, Jackson, Bryan and 
Jeffrey and great grandchildren Charleigh and 
Malcolm. Ivan was predeceased by his wife Janet.
                                                                                                                            
 

 

Ivan and Jan Weir were special people to us. After our first border collie, Kyla (from Les Jones) passed away, we were a 
heartbroken and a dog-less household for nearly two years.  My aunt Carolyn told me that the hurt would never heal unless 
we opened ourselves up to another dog.  She said that her friends Ivan and Jan had some pups and that we should at least 
visit them. We visited a couple of times to make sure that the little smooth tri-colour bitch was the pup of choice and we 
finally came home with one by a beautiful bitch called Bonnie. We fell in love with Bonnie at first sight…at least I did.  Jan 
laughed with me and said that in all the years that they had had people come look at pups, we were the first who were more 
enamoured of the mama than of all the pups.  There was just something there.  The little pup that we did bring home was 
our Meara, who became Bruce’s first real “heart dog”. Fast forward a year or so, and Darcy, Meara’s younger brother, came 
home with Rebecca. We stopped by to visit the Weirs every so often and had occasional chats via phone calls.  A few years 
later I got a call from Ivan.  He and Jan were worried about Bonnie – she wasn’t recovering well after her last and final litter 
and they knew that she needed some special care. There was no hesitation in bringing her home and getting her fit and 
healthy again. Bonnie became my heart dog for the next six years of her life and still is, these many years later.  The last 
time that I saw Ivan, he gave me these photos of Janet and him. He was still missing his beloved Janet; we had our final 
hug that day.  May he be reunited with Jan and his beloved dogs somewhere.        

By Michelle Lawrence 
A Great Competitor; Ivan Weir 
 
I originally was introduced to Ivan and Janet Weir through my good friend Lorna Savage.  She had known Ivan for many 
years and had purchased several dogs from him.  Ivan and Jan had been living in Texas and were moving to Quebec to be 
closer to family.  Lorna had mentioned that he had bred his Old Moy bitch to a young dog called Davy, and that Old Moy 
had been a star on the trial field and a descendant of his ABCA Hall of Fame dog Jim.  At the time I was looking for a bitch 
puppy to eventually breed to my Hawk dog and so the both of us travelled up to see Ivan and the three puppies. I was 
introduced to Ivan and Jan, and then we went downstairs to see the puppies. There were two smooth coated tri bitches with 
one blue eye each, and a rough coat tri bitch.  I already knew that the 2nd pick buyer wanted a rough coat and that I wouldn’t 
be getting her, so I concentrated on the smooth coated ones.   We all came up the stairs and talked about the puppies, and 
when Lorna went down again to make her choice, Ivan and I talked about trialing, training, and dogs in general.  I found him 
to be a wealth of information and enjoyed his sense of humour.  I could tell that he and Jan had a wonderful loving 
relationship with her fully supporting his love of border collies.  Lorna came up stairs with her selection, and I was happy to 
see that the one that I wanted would be mine; hence my original border collie bitch “Holly”.  So, Ivan’s wee bitch with the 
one blue eye became my foundation bitch, and mated to my dog Hawk, are the great grandparents of my whole line of trial 
dogs.  I think I owe him big time! 
 
We became friends and competitors, and I enjoyed meeting up with him at trials and talking about dogs.  When he grew a 
little older and stopped competing, Lorna and I would take an occasional trip up to see them and enjoyed reminiscing.  The 
stories were always entertaining, a delightful couple that I am thankful to have known. 

By Mary Thompson 

Ivan with his dog, Jim (14422). The 

latter was inducted into the  ABCA Hall 

of Fame in 2006. 

Janet, in Texas, holding the puppy who 

later became our Bonnie, when we 

brought her home at age 8. 


